
Discreet has solved most obstacles that make cryptocurrencies a hurdle to fully adopt for vendors and 
merchants. It is fast, it uses very new zero-knowledge research to create compact proofs for transactions with 
an anonymity set of 63 other UTXO’s. Smart contracts are executed off-chain and a receipt is submitted as 
proof of execution of the arithmetic circuit, making a full node possible to run for most modern PCs, for years 
to come.



One major issue is that of asset safety. Our goals and ambitions for Discreet is to support EFTPOS 
(“Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale”) systems making payments as fast as regular transactions 
facilitated by traditional credit cards. However, one major issue that we cannot get around is that in 
decentralized payment networks where self-reliance/ownership is imperative for custody of your asset, it is a 
tremendous challenge to keep your private key safe.



We suggest an approach to use multiple signatures to construct transactions: specifically 2/3 multi-signature. 
Discreet currently uses Triptych (due to smaller commitment sizes and faster verification speeds) which, as 
opposed to CLSAGs, currently does not have the possibility to implement multi-signature, Discreet has 
backwards support for CLSAGs with a smaller ring size, but which would allow for multi-signature. Our 
privacy-oriented academic publication Zero Knowledge Archive (ZKXIV) gives grants specifically to research 
that helps promote innovation or optimization within privacy networks.



The major issue for mass-adoption of cryptocurrencies is that once a key is either stolen, leaked or otherwise 
lost, there is no FDIC-like insurance to cover your loss, therefore networks/wallet providers must necessarily 
come up with their own solution to this problem. Mishandling private keys should be difficult for even novice 
users to do, therefore we propose a system for achieving a fairly robust system of private key security, that 
maintains users absolute privacy

 One key is stored with the user on their portable device used to interact with EFTPOS terminals or online 
merchants via a QR code. This key can be easily retrieved using facial recognition, or a fingerprint 
scanner built into the device. It is also portable to multiple devices like a 2FA code

 A separate key is stored on centralized server(s) that encrypt the key using a hash of their public key 
(payment address, which in Discreet, is kept confidential). This encryption happens locally. Upon receival 
on the server it is re-encrypted again with a cryptographically secure random value, and subsequently 
stored. 

 In case one of the two above mentioned keys gets lost, the final key is stored physically by the user in 
either a receipt that can be printed out or on a piece of paper that can be stored in a safe place.

 ¹ For step 2 instead of providing an identifying email address, you could register a secondary PGP key (made easy for 
newcomers) that can be used to verify your identity and the server will provide you with your lost key, regaining access 
to your funds.
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As proposed above, a solution wherein 3 separate locations private keys are stored would provide sufficient 
security to make sure inadvertent leaks of private keys cannot be used to construct spendable transactions. 
Additionally, with a fully-encrypted cloud setup to store part of the private key, with the other private key 
being stored locally provides a seamless experience for the user and would only add negligible latency in 
construction of a valid transaction.


The diagram illustrates a user at a point of sales situation, the device sends a request of a hashed address to 
a centralized server, the server looks up the corresponding private key and transmits it back to the user via 
an encrypted tunnel. The device itself contains a private key as well, and with 2 out of 3 private keys, you can 
now construct a valid transaction.



This transaction is then broadcast to the EFTPOS machine, which then forwards the transaction to a 
cryptocurrency clearing house which converts the funds to the desired currency of the merchant and 
subsequently transfers the funds to the merchant, thus completing the transaction.



As mentioned previously, should the device which stores part of the private key that is required in order to 
successfully construct a transaction, there is a third receipt that a user can keep in a safe location to recover 
their funds, meaning 2 points of failures would have to happen simultaneously. The proposed system works 
just the same for funds transfers between accounts or for transfers amongst peers – just replace the EFTPOS 
in the diagram with a user.
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